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Abstract: As one of foundation technologies for massive data processing for AI, event mining is
attracting more and more attention, mainly including event detection (event trigger identification
and event classification) and argument extraction. At present, EE-GCN is one of the most effective
methods for event detection. However, since EE-GCN only focuses on event detection, complete
event multi-tuple extraction needs to be improved. Inspired by the EE-GCN event detection method,
this paper proposes an effective event extraction method via graph convolutional network indication
with a hierarchical argument selection strategy. The method mainly includes the following steps.
(1) Based on the ACE2005 argument extraction template, a new argument extraction template is
established for the Baidu event extraction dataset. (2) The trigger events and event classification
detected by EE-GCN are used as indicators to determine the argument extraction template, and the
alternative arguments are extracted via named entity recognition based on the determined template.
(3) Making full use of the side information of EE-GCN graph to solve the local and global correlation
degree, and based on the local and global correlation degrees, the final argument multi-tuple is
determined. (4) Finally, several experiments are conducted on the Baidu event extraction dataset to
compare the proposed method with other methods. The experimental results show that the proposed
method has improved the accuracy and completeness of the event extraction compared to other
existing methods.

Keywords: data processing technology; event extraction; graph convolutional neural network;
trigger words

1. Introduction

Due to the rapid growth of information on the Internet, event extraction has become
a crucial task in data processing. This task involves automatically extracting structured
information from massive and diverse unstructured texts. It is the foundation for mining
the value of big data by using AI technology, such as automatic summarization, intelligent
writing, machine translation, etc. Furthermore, it has been successfully applied in many
important fields such as network public opinion monitoring, emergency alarms, intelligence
collection, business and economy, automatic response, human–computer interaction, and
biomedicine [1–8].

Generally, the study of event extraction can be divided into two sub-tasks. The first
sub-task is event detection (event trigger identification and event classification). The second
sub-task is to extract the elements involved in the event, such as person, time, place and so
on, which are called arguments. In recent years, due to the great success of deep learning
(especially deep convolutional neural networks and graph convolutional neural networks)
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and its powerful representation and learning ability in many fields [9,10], most emerging
research focuses on a deep learning-based event extraction approach. According to the order
of completion of the two sub-tasks, event extraction methods based on deep learning can be
divided into pipeline methods and joint learning methods. Theoretically, the joint learning
method is superior to the pipeline method because it considers the interaction between
trigger words and arguments. However, trigger recognition and argument recognition
are coupled and restricted to each other, so the learning algorithm and training mode
are complex, which makes it difficult to implement. Because of this, people tend to use
the pipeline method to study event extraction. The pipeline method focuses on trigger
identification and takes the syntactic dependency between arguments as a supplement.
Event detection is performed first, and then argument extraction is performed. Based on
this idea, Cui et al. [11] proposed a new event detection model, Edge-Enhanced Graph
Convolution Networks for event detection with Syntactic Relation (EE-GCN). The adjacency
matrix describing the presence or presence of syntactic dependencies is transformed into
a tensor describing the presence or presence of syntactic dependencies and the category
of syntactic dependencies. The recognition of event trigger words and event categories
is realized by using a graph convolutional neural network and softmax, which is verified
on the ACE2005 dataset. Experiments show that this method is one of the most effective
methods for event detection.

However, EE-GCN only completes the first sub-task of event extraction, namely
event detection. For complete event extraction, it is necessary to further extract the event
arguments. Inspired by this idea, on the basis of the existing research on EE-GCN, this
paper proposes an event tuple extraction method. This method extends beyond existing
research on EE-GCN by proposing a novel approach that effectively extracts complete
event multi-tuples using a combination of graph convolutional network indication and
hierarchical argument selection strategy. The hierarchical argument selection strategy can
effectively improve the accuracy and completeness of multi-tuple extraction. The key
contributions of this paper are as follows:

(1) We establish a more complete argument extraction template for the Baidu event
extraction dataset based on the ACE2005.

(2) We propose an effective event extraction method using trigger events and event
classifications detected by EE-GCN as indicators. Moreover, we employ a hierarchical
argument selection strategy, which helps in determining the final argument multi-
tuple more accurately.

(3) A series of experiments are conducted on the Baidu event extraction dataset to com-
pare the proposed method with other methods, demonstrating that it improves both
accuracy and completeness of event extraction compared to existing methods.

2. Related Works

From the development process of event extraction, the methods can be divided into
three categories, which are pattern matching-based methods, machine learning-based
methods and deep learning methods.

At present, machine learning methods and deep learning methods have gradually
become the mainstream technology of event extraction. Compared to the pattern match-
ing method used by early researchers such as Grishman et al. [12], it is easier to imple-
ment, more scalable, and portable to various fields. Following the rise of GCN (Kipf and
Welling [13]), Orr et al. [14] proposed a directed acyclic graph GRU model that introduces
syntactic structure into the sequence structure. Nguyen and Grishman [15] et al. proposed
to transform the syntactic dependency tree into a graph, and used GCN to carry out event
detection through information propagation on the graph. They used the graph to repre-
sent the syntactic dependency relationship of fields in a sentence, which captured deeper
semantic features.

Event extraction methods based on deep learning can be divided into pipeline methods
and joint learning methods. Ahn [16] clearly divides event extraction into four steps:
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trigger detection, argument detection, event alignment and event relationship detection,
and adopts the pipeline extraction idea to extract the four tasks relatively independently.
With the development of information technology, researchers can enhance the effect of
event extraction by combining additional information. Ji and Grishman [17] collect event
extraction results from a set of related documents and use rule-based methods to infer
and constrain, thus improving the performance of event extraction. Differing from the
above cross-document research perspective, Liao and Grishman [18] focused on cross-event
information within the same document, and believed that the previous research may be
limited to the extraction of a single event in the document, ignoring the logical and temporal
relationship between all different events in the same document. Liu et al. [19] designed a
model based on Probabilistic Soft Logic (PSL), proposed three types of local information and
two kinds of global information that play a positive role in event extraction, and combined
local information and global information for event extraction. This makes the research on
event extraction based on deep learning even further advanced. Due to the phased training,
the pipeline method will face the problem of error propagation. A misclassified trigger
will affect the results of the argument extraction, and this negative influence is irreversible.
Therefore, another group of researchers prefer joint learning models that can slow down
the impact of error propagation. Nguyen et al. [20] applied a recurrent neural network
(RNN) to the study of event extraction and introduced the global text features proposed by
Li et al. [21] to achieve the joint extraction of trigger words and arguments by combining
global text features and deep learning. Liu [22] designed a joint learning event extraction
framework to extract events through graph convolutional networks. Although the joint
learning method has certain advantages in theory, its model design is complex, and more
parameters and multi-thread output need to be considered, which causes some difficulties
in practical operation.

Considering the limitations of existing methods in effectively addressing tuple extrac-
tion challenges, this study draws inspiration from the EE-GCN approach, and proposes
a novel method that seeks to enhance both the accuracy and completeness of extraction.
This is achieved by utilizing an improved EE-GCN model in conjunction with a hier-
archical argument selection strategy, thereby offering a more robust solution for tuple
extraction tasks.

3. Methods

Figure 1 shows the proposed event multi-tuple extraction model based on graph
convolution indication and event correlation degree. First, a new argument role table based
on ACE2005 was constructed for the dataset extracted from Baidu events. Second, the
event trigger words and event categories obtained using EE-GCN were used as argument
extraction indicators. Third, based on the new argument role table and indicator, named
entity recognition was used to obtain all the alternative arguments of the event. Fourth,
based on the side information of EE-GCN graph, the local correlation degree between
the trigger word and all the alternative arguments is calculated, and the alternative ar-
guments are divided into confirmed argument 1 and a to-be-confirmed argument based
on the local correlation degree. Fifth, the global correlation degree between confirmed
argument 1 and the non-argument words in the sentence was calculated, and the to-be-
confirmed arguments were further divided into confirmed argument 2 and other arguments
according to the global correlation degree. Last, confirmed argument 1 and confirmed
argument 2 are merged into the final event argument, and then the final event argument,
event classification, and event trigger words are combined to form an event tuple.
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Figure 1. The overall architecture.

3.1. Argument Role Table Construction for Baidu Dataset

The Baidu event extraction dataset [19] defines 65 event types and provides a table
of event types and corresponding argument roles, but does not give the entity types
corresponding to argument roles. The ACE 2005 Role Table [22] is a table used in the
ACE2005 task, which is a language-based information extraction task that aims to identify
named entities, relations, and events from natural language texts. The table describes the
roles involved in events, including the names, meanings, and occurrences of the roles in
the corpus for different event types. Referring to the correspondence between argument
roles and entity types in ACE 2005, we construct the correspondence between argument
roles and entity types as follows. (1) For argument roles in the Baidu event extraction
dataset that are similar to the argument roles in ACE 2005, the definitions in ACE2005
are directly adopted. For example, “award winners” and “person to thank” in the Baidu
event extraction data-set are equivalent to “PERSON” in ACE 2005. (2) If there is no similar
argument role, its corresponding entity type, such as “translation:sale price” and other
argument roles in the Baidu event extraction dataset should be defined, and “MONEY”
defined as its corresponding named entity type.

Using the 65 event types defined by the Baidu event extraction dataset, and using the
above ideas, the corresponding relationship between argument roles and entity types is
established based on 121 event argument roles, and a new argument role table is constructed.
The correspondence between partial argument roles and entity types is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Role of event argument in Baidu dataset.

Event Type Event Argument Role [Entity Type]

finance/trading—listing
location [GPE LOC FAC]
listed enterprises [ORG]

amount of financing [MONEY]

product behavior—publish
time [DATE TIME]

publish products [PRODUCT WORK_OF_ART]
publisher [PERSON ORG GPE NORP]

product behavior—release
time [DATE TIME]
release party [ORG]

release film and television [WORK_OF_AR]
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Table 1. Cont.

Event Type Event Argument Role [Entity Type]

competitive behavior—winning
time [DATE TIME]

winner [PERSON ORG]
championship event [EVENT]

life—marriage time [DATE TIME]
married parties [PERSON]

. . . . . .

According to Table 1, the set of event types can be defined as ET = [et1, et2, . . . , et65],
where the set of argument roles of event type eti (i = 1, 2, . . . , 65) is argumenti =[

Ar1
i , Ar2

i , . . . , Arai
i

]
, and ai is the number of argument roles of event eti. Then the cur-

rent event MIi can be represented as MIi = [0, 0, . . . , eti, . . . , 0] and the type number of the
current event MIi is:

TNi = Num(MIi) (1)

where Num represents the position sequence number of “eti” in MIi.

3.2. Event Multi-Argument Extraction
3.2.1. Generation of Argument Indicators Based on EE-GCN

Suppose the input is a sentence sequence S = [w1, w2, . . . , wM], where M represents
the number of words in the sentence, wi(i ∈ (1, 2, . . . , M)) is the word vector wi ∈ Rdw of
the ith word in the sentence, and dw is the dimension of the word vector. The recognition is
performed in the input sentence using STANZA [23] to obtain the named entity sequence
N̂ = [N1, N2, . . . , NM], where Ni(i ∈ (1, 2, . . . , M)) represents the named entity type for
each word. Make the embedding of each element in sequence N̂, and transform it into
sequence N = [n1, n2, . . . , nM], where ni ∈ Rdn is the embedding corresponding to Ni, and
dn is the dimension of the embedding of a named entity type.

Concatenate wi with ni to form a vector embedding xi = [wi; ni] ∈ Rdw+dn for each
word. Finally, the sequence of embedding vectors of the input sentence is X = [x1, x2, . . . , xM].
By inputting X into BiLSTM, the hidden state sequence H0 =

[
h0

1, h0
2, . . . , h0

M

]
of X =

[x1, x2, . . . , xM] is obtained, where H0 ∈ RM×d, d are the dimensions of h0
i (i ∈ (1, 2, . . . , M))

and h0
1, h0

2, ..., h0
M corresponds to x1, x2, . . . , xM in the original sentence sequence one-to-

one. H0 is taken as the initial node of the EE-GCN model. Bidirectional Long Short-Term
Memory (BiLSTM) is a type of artificial neural network incorporating information from
both past and future time steps in a sequence. The main advantage of BiLSTM is its ability
to capture context information from both forward and backward directions, resulting in a
more accurate prediction. This makes it particularly useful for tasks that involve analyzing
sequences of data. BiLSTM models have proven successful in tasks, including genomic
sequence analysis, life prediction, and video analysis [24,25].

Then, we use STANZA [23] for a syntactic dependency analysis to obtain syntactic
dependency relations between words, and to produce dependency embedding. The initial
adjacency matrix E0 =

{
E0

:,:,:
}
∈ RM×M×K and K are the dimensions of the dependency

embedding. Consider E0 the initial edge of the EE-GCN model.
The update iteration formula for the nodes and edges of EE-GCN, composed of initial

nodes and edges, is shown in Formulas (2)–(4) [11].

Hl = relu
(

Average_pooling
(

Hl
1, Hl

2, . . . , Hl
K

))
(2)

Hl
1 = El−1

:,:,k Hl−1WH (3)
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El
i,j,: = WE

[
El−1

i,j,:

⊕
hl

i
⊕

hl
j

]
, i, j ∈ [1, M] (4)

where El−1
:,:,k is the kth channel component of El−1 and El

i,j,: ∈ RK represents the (i, j)th

element of El−1. WE ∈ R(2×d+K)×K and WH ∈ Rd×d, d = dw + dn are two learnable weight
matrices. hl

i and hl
j are the representations of the i and j nodes of the l− th layer, respectively.

At the last layer, each node hl
i is fed into a fully connected network (FCNi), followed by

a Softmax (so f tmaxi(.)) used to calculate the probabilities of hl
i for all event types, expressed

as Equation (5) [14].

p
(

etj

∣∣∣hl
i

)
= so f tmaxj

(
wjhl

i + bj

)
, i, j ∈ [1, M] (5)

where wj maps the node representation hl
i to the feature score for each event type, and bj is

a bias term.
So, the type of event and position of trigger word are calculated with Equation (6), and

it is taken as the indicator of event detection, expressed with I.

I = Arc max
i∈[1,M],j∈[1,q]

p
(

etj

∣∣∣hl
i

)
(6)

Figure 2 illustrates the process of generating argument indicators using EE-GCN.
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3.2.2. Extraction of Alternative Arguments

According to the event trigger word and event type determined by Formula (6), sup-
pose eti, combined with the event indicator determined by Formula (1), the corresponding
argument extraction template is found based on the event argument role table of the new
Baidu dataset, and the argument role list argumenti =

[
Ar1

i , Ar2
i , . . . , Arali

i

]
corresponding

to the event type is obtained. The set of arguments is Arj
i =

{
RO1

i,j, RO2
i,j, . . . , RO

arj
i,j

}
,
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j ∈ [1, ali], where ROt
i,j =

{
role1

i,j, role2
i,j, . . . , rolert

i,j

}
, t ∈

[
1, arj

]
, rolep

i,j, p ∈ [1, rt] denotes
the pth argument in the jth argument set of the ith type event, and rt is the number of roles.
Then, each word in the sentence is BIO-tagged via named entity recognition. Finally, the
candidate arguments are selected according to the template determined and the entity type
of the word.

After determining the argument roles and arguments using named entity recogni-
tion [26], the arguments indicated in the template are extracted from the sentence, and they
are regarded as alternative arguments. The formula is described as follows:

Eventmulti− tuple = {eti, trigger word, ROi} (7)

where trigger word is the event trigger word, eti is the event type corresponding to the
event trigger word, and ROt

i,j represents the argument list of the event.
Obviously, if there is only one argument for each argument role, then it can be directly

included in the final argument list. If there is no argument corresponding to an argument
role, then the argument corresponding to that role is empty in the final argument list. If
there are multiple arguments corresponding to the same argument role in the sentence,
these multiple arguments need to be further filtered. Algorithm 1 shows the extraction
method of alternative arguments.

Algorithm 1 ERAR based on NER

Input: Event type E, Event Argument Dataset S, the initial empty argument dictionary D, Input
text T.
Output: the final argument dictionary D.

1 roles← S.get(E)
2 ner_results← NER(T)
3 for e← roles do
4 role_name← e [0]
5 role_entity_type← e [1 . . . len(e)]
6 temp_words← []
7 for v← ner_results.values do
8 if v in role_entity_type then
9 add the key corresponding to the value to the temp_words
10 end if
11 end for
12 D.put(role_name,temp_words)
13 end for
14 return D

3.3. Hierarchical Argument Selection Strategy
3.3.1. The Selection of Arguments Based on the Degree of Local Correlation

Based on the output of the EE-GCN model, not only can the event trigger words be
determined, but the arguments can also be filtered by analyzing the weight of the graph
network edges. The edge tensor information in the output of the graph convolutional layer
of the EE-GCN model is denoted as Eout ∈ RM×M×K, where M represents the number of
nodes in the graph and K is the dimension of the weight vector between two nodes. The
weight of the edge between the ith node and the jth node in the graph is denoted as the
dimension vector Eout(i, j) =

[
e1

i,j, e2
i,j, . . . , eK

i,j

]
. In the convolution process, nodes with a

closely related degree will interact more and produce more information. In other words,
information about the degree of association between nodes is contained in the edge tensor
message Eout ∈ RM×M×K. Therefore, in this section, the association relevance of edges
between two nodes is first defined to represent the closeness between nodes, as shown in
Formula (8):
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relevance(i, j) = ∑K
q=1

(
eq

i.j

)2
, i, j ∈ [1, M] (8)

If the degree of association between the alternative argument and the event trigger is
closer, the probability that the alternative argument will be identified as the final argument is
higher. Therefore, this paper uses the local relevance degree between alternative arguments
and event trigger words to filter alternative arguments in the first round.

Denote the trigger word as Triggeri in the sentence sequence S, the arguments in the t-
th alternative argument set ROt

i,j of the jth argument role Arj
i , and the edges corresponding

to rolep
i,j, p ∈ [1, rt] as Eout(i, p) =

[
ep,1

i,j , ep,2
i,j , . . . , ep,K

i,j

]
. Define the mean correlation degree

of the edges connected to the event trigger word and the alternative arguments as the
local correlation degree threshold thresholdlocal . Based on Formula (8), the local correlation
degree threshold thresholdlocal can be calculated from Formulas (9) and (10):

relevance(i, p) = ∑K
q=1

(
ep,q

i.j

)2
, i, j ∈ [1, M] (9)

thresholdlocal =
1
rt

∑rt
p=1 relevance(i, p) (10)

Use Formula (9) to calculate the correlation degree relevance(i, p) between each ar-
gument rolep

i,j, p ∈ [1, rt] and the trigger word in ROt
i,j. If relevance(i, p) ≥ thresholdlocal ,

rolep
i,j, p ∈ [1, rt] is regarded as the confirmed argument role and stored in the confirmed ar-

gument set
(

ROt
i,j

)
1
, that is,

(
ROt

i,j

)
1
=
{

role1
i,j, role2

i,j, . . . , rolert1
i,j

}
and rt1 are the number

of confirmed arguments. Otherwise, rolep
i,j, p ∈ [1, rt] is regarded as an unconfirmed

argument role stored in the unconfirmed argument set
̂(
ROt

i,j

)
1
, that is,

̂(
ROt

i,j

)
1
={

r̂ole
1
i,j, r̂ole

2
i,j, . . . , r̂ole

r̂t1
i,j

}
, r̂t1 is the number of unconfirmed arguments.

3.3.2. Argument Selection Based on the Global Correlation Degree

For
̂(
ROt

i,j

)
1
=

{
r̂ole

1
i,j, r̂ole

2
i,j, . . . , r̂ole

r̂t1
i,j

}
, if the closeness between the unconfirmed

argument role in
̂(
ROt

i,j

)
1

and the confirmed argument role in
(

ROt
i,j

)
1

={
role1

i,j, role2
i,j, . . . , rolert1

i,j

}
is higher, the probability that the unconfirmed argument will be

determined as the final argument is higher. Remember that all the words excluding the alter-
native argument set in the sentence sequence are Se = S/

(
ROt

i,j

)
1

=[
ŵet,1

i,j , ŵet,2
i,j , . . . , ŵet,(M−rt1)

i,j

]
(including the unknown argument role), and the dimension vec-

tor of the edge weight between any word ŵet,u
i,j in Se and any argument rolev

i,j in
(

ROt
i,j

)
1
={

role1
i,j, role2

i,j, . . . , rolert1
i,j

}
is Eout

(
ŵet,u

i,j , rolev
i,j

)
=
[(

eu,v
i,j

)
1
,
(

eu,v
i,j

)
2
, . . . ,

(
eu,v

i,j

)
K

]
. Then, ac-

cording to Formula (8), the correlation degree between the two can be calculated as follows:

relevance(u, v) = ∑K
q=1

((
eu,v

i,j

)
q

)2
, u ∈ [1, (M− rt1)], v ∈ [1, rt1] (11)

define the global correlation threshold as thresholdglobal :

thresholdglobal =
1

rt1(M− rt1)
∑rt1

v=1 ∑M−rt1
u=1 relevance(u, v) (12)
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using Formula (11), calculate the degree of correlation degree relevance(u, v) between

each argument r̂ole
u
i,j in

̂(
ROt

i,j

)
1
=

{
r̂ole

1
i,j, r̂ole

2
i,j, . . . , r̂ole

r̂t1
i,j

}
and any argument rolev

i,j

in
(

ROt
i,j

)
1
=
{

role1
i,j, role2

i,j, . . . , rolert1
i,j

}
. When relevance(u, v) ≥ thresholdglobal , r̂ole

u
i,j,

u ∈ [1, r̂t1 ] is regarded as a confirmed argument role and stored into the confirmed argu-

ment set
(

ROt
i,j

)
2
, that is,

(
ROt

i,j

)
2
=
{

role1
i,j, role2

i,j, . . . , rolert2
i,j

}
and rt2 are the number of

confirmed arguments. Otherwise, it can be discarded.

3.3.3. Event Multi-Tuple Generation

The confirmation argument set
(

ROt
i,j

)
1

is merged with the confirmation argument

set
(

ROt
i,j

)
2

to generate the jth argument role Arj final argument list.

(
ROt

i,j

)
F
=
(

ROt
i,j

)
1
∪
(

ROt
i,j

)
2

(13)

Finally, based on Formulas (5)–(7) and (13), the event type, event trigger word, and
the final argument list are merged to generate a multi-tuple of events.

Event multi− tuple =
{

eti, triggerword,
(

ROi,j
)

F

}
(14)

To better illustrate the above process, we provide a brief description of the argument
selection procedure using an example of multi-tuple extraction from a single sentence, as
shown in Figure 3.
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4. Experiment
4.1. Experimental Environment

Several experiments were conducted to compare the effectiveness of the algorithm
proposed in this paper with existing methods. The experiments mainly consist of three
parts, as follows. (1) The sentence-level event multi-tuple extraction is implemented using
our method. (2) The HIT language technology platform LTP is used to extract the sentence-
level event multi-tuple. (3) The Baidu ERNIE model is used to achieve sentence-level event
tuple extraction. The experimental results of the proposed method are compared with the
results of LTP and Baidu to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.
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These experiments are composed of a hardware and software environment. The hard-
ware mainly includes 128 GB memory, an Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-2620 v4 CPU and a NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 1080 Ti GPU. The software framework employed for the experiments includes
Ubuntu 9.4.0 as the operating system and python3.7 as the programming language. The
Baidu event extraction dataset [27] was utilized as the primary dataset for the experiments.

4.2. Extracting the Event Multi-Tuple
4.2.1. Extraction of Alternative Arguments

Four sentences (id 1–4, as shown in Table 2) were randomly selected from the Baidu
event extraction dataset as the input sentence text. First, the trigger words and event types
were generated using Formulas (1)–(6), and the argument was determined using the trigger
words and event types. Then, based on the argument template, Formula (7) is used to
determine the alternative arguments, and the output results are shown in Tables 2–5, where
the second column is the content of the input sentence, the third column is the generated
indicator, and the fourth column is the alternative argument.

Table 2. Extraction of alternative arguments (1).

Sentence ID 1

Sentence Tsingtao Brewery shares (00168) employee representative
supervisor Xing Jun resigned.

Indicator trigger: resign
Event Type: organizational relationship—resignation

Alternative arguments
time: []

resigned person: [‘Xing Jun’]
original organization: [‘Tsingtao Brewery Shares’]

Table 3. Extraction of alternative arguments (2).

Sentence ID 2

Sentence

A man named Ma has been suspended and is being investigated
by the county’s discipline inspection commission, according to a
person in charge of the county management over-speed station on

June 4.

Indicator trigger: suspension
Event Type: organizational relations—suspension

Alternative arguments

time: [‘June 4’]
organization: [‘the county management over-speed station’,

‘county’s discipline inspection commission’]
suspended person: [‘Ma’]

Table 4. Extraction of alternative arguments (3).

Sentence ID 3

Sentence At the 2019 Chongqing International Auto Show, Changan
officially published Yidong and CS35 PLUS with a 1.4 T engine.

Indicator trigger: publish
Event Type : product behavior—publish

Alternative arguments
time: [‘2019’]

publish products: [‘Yidong’, ‘CS35PLUS’, ‘1.4 T engine’]
publisher: [‘Chang’ an’]
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Table 5. Extraction of alternative arguments (4).

Sentence ID 4

Sentence

On July 18, the reporter learned from the provincial flood control
and disaster reduction work dispatch meeting that since July 16,
Dazhou City has experienced heavy rainfall. Affected by rainfall,

Dazhou City’s main rivers have suffered varying degrees
of flooding.

Indicator trigger: flood
Event Type: disaster/accident—flood

Alternative arguments time: [‘16 July’, ‘18 July’]
location: [‘Dazhou City’]

Tables 2–5 shows that for sentences 1 and 2, each role of the argument corresponds to
only one argument, and the event tuple can be obtained by matching by the type of the
named entity. For sentences 2–4, in the event tuple extracted after matching by the type of
named entity, there is a situation in which one argument role corresponds to more than
one argument. For example, the argument role “organization” in sentence 2 corresponds
to two arguments: “the county management over-speed station” and “county’s discipline
inspection commission”, one of which needs to be further selected.

4.2.2. Selecting of Alternative Arguments

For the problem that one argument role corresponds to more than one argument, the
selection method proposed in this paper in Section 3.3 is used. For a specific alternative
argument, (a) Formula (10) is used to calculate the local correlation degree of the edges
connecting the event trigger word and the alternative argument; then, Formula (9) is used
to calculate the correlation degree between each alternative argument and the trigger
word, and the two are compared. According to the comparison results, the alternative
arguments are classified into confirmed argument 1 and the to-be-confirmed argument.
(b) Formula (12) is used to calculate the global correlation degree between the words in the
text, except the alternative argument and the confirmation argument 1; secondly, Formula
(11) is used to calculate the correlation degree between the argument to be confirmed
and the confirmed argument 1. The two arguments were compared, and arguments to be
confirmed were classified as confirmed argument 2, or deleted according to the comparison
results. (c) The final argument is the union of confirmation argument 1 and confirmation
argument 2. The results are shown in Table 6, where the second column is the alternative
arguments, the third column is the result based on the selection, and the fourth column is
the result of the second round of screening.

Table 6 shows that by calculating the correlation degree of edges between each alter-
native argument and the trigger word and comparing it with the local correlation degree
threshold, the alternative arguments are divided into confirmed argument 1 and to-be-
confirmed arguments, and confirmed argument 1 can be directly included in the final
event multi-tuple. Then, by calculating the degree of correlation of edges between the
to-be-confirmed argument and the confirmed argument 1 and comparing it with the global
correlation threshold, the to-be-confirmed argument is divided into confirmed argument 2
or deleted. In sentence 2, the to-be-confirmed argument “county’s discipline inspection
commission” is deleted in the second round of selecting, which determines the argument
composition in the final event multi-tuple. However, in sentence 3, the to-be-confirmed
argument “1.4-T engine” is deleted, while “CS35PLUS” is confirmed. Therefore, in the
multi-tuple event in sentence 5, there are two arguments, “Yidong” and “CS35PLUS”, in the
argument role of “publish products”, and a similar phenomenon also appears in sentence 4.
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Table 6. Results of the selection of alternative arguments.

Sentence
ID Alternative Arguments Results of the Selection Based on

Local Association
Results of the Selection

Based on Global Association

2

time: [‘June 4’]
organization:

[‘the county management
over-speed station’,

‘county’s discipline inspection
commission’]

suspended person: [‘Ma’]

organization:{confirmed argument 1: [‘the
county management over-speed station’]

to-be-confirmed argument: [‘county’s
discipline inspection commission’]})

organization:
{confirmed argument 2: []}

3

time: [‘2019’]
publish products: [‘Yidong’,
‘CS35PLUS’, ‘1.4 T engine’]

publisher:
[‘Chang’ an’]

publish products: {confirmed argument 1:
[‘Yidong’]

to-be-confirmed arguments:
[‘CS35PLUS’,’1.4 T engine’]}

publish product:
{confirmed argument 2:

[‘CS35PLUS’]}

4

time:
[‘16 July’, ‘18 July’]

location:
[‘Dazhou City’]

time:{confirmed argument 1: [‘16 July’]
to-be-confirmed arguments: [‘18 July’]}

time:
{confirmed argument 2: []}

Finally, the resulting final arguments are combined with event triggers and event types
to form the final event multi-tuple, as shown in Table 7.

Table 7. The final result of the event multi-tuple.

Sentence Event Multi-Tuple

2

A man named Ma, has been suspended and is being
investigated by the county’s discipline inspection

commission, according to a person in charge of the county
management over-speed station on June 4.

organizational relations-suspension
Trigger: suspension

time: [‘June 4’]
Argument: organization:

[‘the county management over-speed station’]
Argument:

suspended person: [‘Ma ‘]

3
At the 2019 Chongqing International Auto Show, Changan

officially published Yidong and CS35 PLUS with a
1.4 T engine.

Event Type: product behavior—publish
Trigger: publish

Argument: time: [‘2019’]
Argument: publish product:

[‘Yidong’, ’CS35PLUS’]
Argument: publisher: [‘Chang’ an ‘]

4

On July 18, the reporter learned from the provincial flood
control and disaster reduction work dispatch meeting that
since July 16, Dazhou City has experienced heavy rainfall.

Affected by rainfall, Dazhou City’s main rivers have
suffered varying degrees of flooding.

Event Type: disaster/accident—flood
Trigger: flood

Argument: time: [‘July 16th’]
Argument: location:

[‘Dazhou City’]

Obviously, the event tuples extracted using the proposed method are the same as the
event tuples refined after human reading.

4.3. Case Study of the Comparison Experiment

To prove the effectiveness of the method proposed in this paper, the HIT language
technology platform (LTP, a Chinese natural language tool processing package) and Baidu
ERNIE model were selected as baselines and compared with our model for the same input
sentences; the results are shown in Tables 8 and 9.
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Table 8. Experimental results compared with LTP.

Sentence
ID Sentence Our LTP

1
Tsingtao Brewery shares (00168)

employee representative supervisor
Xing Jun resigned.

Event Type: organizational
relationship-resignation

Trigger: resignation
Argument: resigned person: Xing Jun

Argument: original organization:
Tsingtao Brewery shares

[]

2

A man named Ma has been suspended
and is being investigated by the
county’s discipline inspection

commission, according to a person in
charge of the county management

over-speed station on June 4.

Event Type: organizational
relations-suspension
Trigger: suspension

Argument: time: [‘June 4th’]
Argument: organization:
[‘the county management

over-speed station’]
Argument: suspended person: [‘Ma’]

Trigger: intervene
Argument: entity: county’s

discipline inspection
commission

Argument: time:for now,
June 4th

3

At the 2019 Chongqing International
Auto Show, Changan officially

published Yidong and CS35 PLUS with
a 1.4 T engine.

Event Type:
product behavior-publish

Trigger: publish
Argument: time: [‘2019’]

Argument: publish product:
[‘Yidong’, ‘CS35PLUS’]

Argument: publisher: [‘Chang’ an ‘]

Trigger: publish
Argument: publisher: Chang’

an
Argument: publish product:

equipped with a 1.4 T engine)
Argument: time: 2019

Table 9. Experimental results compared with ERINE.

Sentence
ID Sentence Our ERINE

1
Tsingtao Brewery shares (00168)

employee representative supervisor
Xing Jun resigned.

Event Type: organizational
relationship-resignation

Trigger: resignation
Argument: resigned person: Xing Jun

Argument: original organization:
Tsingtao Brewery shares

Event Type: organizational
relationship-resignation

Trigger: resignation
Argument: resigned person:

employee representative
supervisor Xing Jun
Argument: original

organization:
Tsingtao Brewery shares

2

A man named Ma has been suspended
and is being investigated by the
county’s discipline inspection

commission, according to a person in
charge of the county management

over-speed station on June 4.

Event Type: organizational
relations-suspension
Trigger: suspension

Argument: time: [‘June 4th’]
Argument: organization:
[‘the county management

over-speed station’]
Argument: suspended person: [‘Ma’]

Event Type: organizational
relations-suspension
Trigger: suspension

Argument: suspension
person:negative)

Argument: suspended person:
[‘The involved man, Ma’]

4

On July 18, the reporter learned from
the provincial flood control and

disaster reduction work dispatch
meeting that since July 16, Dazhou City

has experienced heavy rainfall.
Affected by rainfall, Dazhou City’s
main rivers have suffered varying

degrees of flooding.

Event Type: disaster/accident—flood
Trigger: flood

Argument: time: [‘July 16th’]
Argument:

location: [‘Dazhou City’]

Event Type:
disaster/accident—flood

Trigger: flood
Argument: time: [‘July 16th’]

Argument: location:
Dazhou City

Argument: location: the main
rivers of Dazhou city
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In order to prove the effectiveness of the proposed method, we used LTP, the Baidu
model, and the proposed method to extract arguments for the same set of sentences, and
compared the arguments extracted by the three methods.

As can be seen in Table 8, the arguments extracted by the proposed method have
better completeness and a higher accuracy compared with LTP. For example, in sentence 3,
the arguments extracted by this paper’s method are “publish products” are “Yidong” and
“CS35PLUS”, while the arguments extracted by LTP are “equipped with a 1.4 T engine”.
According to the meaning of the sentence, the arguments extracted by this paper’s method
are correct. In the sixth sentence, the argument roles extracted by LTP are only “product”
and “time”, while the argument roles extracted by the method in this paper are “publish
products”, “publish time”, and “publisher”.

As can be seen in Table 9, for the Baidu ERINE model, the proposed method outper-
forms it in terms of completeness, and has higher precision. For example, in sentence 2,
ERINE incorrectly extracted the argument “suspension person: negative” whose argument
role is “suspended person: [‘Ma’]”. In sentence 4, the proposed method extracted the
argument “Dazhou City” with the argument role as “location”, while ERINE erroneously
extracted “the main rivers of Dazhou city”.

4.4. Statistical Analysis of the Comparison Experiment

Traditional overlapping matching evaluation methods frequently produce sub-optimal
outcomes due to their reliance on scoring metrics that depend on the ratio between the
length of extracted arguments and reference values. As a result, shorter yet more precise
arguments often receive lower scores, compromising the overall efficacy of these techniques.
For instance, the extracted result “employee representative supervisor Xing Jun” obtains a
higher matching score than “Xing Jun” in sentence 1. Upon examining the Baidu dataset
and the extracted results, numerous instances resembling Sentence 1 were identified. Em-
ploying traditional overlapping matching for evaluation purposes could lead to significant
discrepancies, as demonstrated by the aforementioned case study.

To ensure the reliability of evaluation outcomes, this study adopted a combination of
sampling and manual assessment methodologies. Five native language evaluators were
assigned to randomly select and review 100 data samples from the experimental results.
These evaluators examined each sample using three key metrics (coverage (C), precision (P),
and recall (R)), thereby establishing a rigorous and systematic evaluation process. Besides,
the harmonic mean of C, P, and R—namely, the F1-value—was calculated to provide a
comprehensive measure of performance. This approach allowed for a more logical and
academically sound analysis of the dataset under investigation.

Nex
total represents the total number of predicted arguments. Nex

right denotes the number
of correctly predicted arguments. Nre signifies the total number of annotated arguments.
These key metrics can be calculated as follows:

Coverage =
Nex

total
Nre (15)

Precision =
Nex

right

Nex
total

(16)

Recall =
Nex

right

Nre (17)

F1 =
C ∗ P ∗ R ∗ 3

C ∗ P + P ∗ R + C ∗ R
(18)

The final results are shown as Table 10 and ranked based on the F1 score, which
provides a comprehensive measure of performance by considering all key metrics. This
approach allows for a more logical and academically sound analysis of the results. Upon
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examining data samples from various systems in comparison with our method, it was
observed that our method effectively extracts not only the correct arguments, but also
those beyond the reference set, with high accuracy rates. Additionally, our approach
demonstrates greater granularity and precision compared to other systems. Although the
recall (R) value is marginally lower than that of ERINE, our method’s overall performance
surpasses that of both ERINE and LTP. With an F1 value 1.6 points higher than ERINE
and significantly stronger than LTP, it is evident from Table 10 that our method possesses
superior extraction capabilities and can extract more accurate arguments.

Table 10. Statistical analysis results of the comparison experiment.

Systems Coverage Precision Recall F1

LTP 69.8 79.7 76.5 75.1

ERINE 94.8 83.9 86.8 88.3

OUR 97.5 87.4 85.6 89.9

5. Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we propose an effective event extraction method via graph convolutional
network indication with a hierarchical argument selection strategy. The retrieval and
classification of event trigger words based on EE-GCN is used as the indicator of an
argument extraction template, and the argument extraction template is selected for the
Baidu event extraction dataset. On the basis of this template, the candidate arguments are
obtained using named entity recognition. Then, the local and global correlation degree
based on EE-GCN solution is used to further filter the alternative arguments to improve the
accuracy and completeness of the extracted arguments. The experimental results compared
with the LTP and Baidu model verify the effectiveness of the proposed method. The results
show that the proposed method is an effective event multi-tuple extraction method, which
provides an effective support technology for text mining applications. At present, this
method is limited to sentence-level event multi-tuple extraction. The extension of this
method to document-level event multi-tuple extraction is an important objective of future
research works.
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